
ECON 101: Principles of Microeconomics Spring 2015

Discussion Section 6

KEY CONCEPTS

*Accounting vs. Economic profit

- Accounting profit includes only explicit costs and benefits like revenue and manufac-

turing costs while the economic profit also includes the implicit costs.

* Sunk costs (irecuperable costs): Costs incurred in the past that cannot be reverted,

thus should not affect the decision.

* Total vs. marginal costs and benefits:

- Marginal costs and benefits measure the change in costs and benefits, respectively,

when an extra unit is consumed or produced.

- In the optimal marginal cost is equal to the marginal benefit. (or as close as it can get

as long as the marginel benefit is larger than the marginal cost - see problem 3 for an example).

QUESTION 1 (Economic vs. Accounting profits)

Your cousin Bowie owns a lemonade stand that makes revenue of $100 dollars per week.

Lemons cost $40, he pays $20 to his sister Annie for helping him. The ice, cups and all other

inputs cost another $20 weekly. Your uncle told him that he’d pay him $30 if he mows the

lawn. What is your cousin’s accounting profits? What are his economic profits? Would you

recommend him to go on with his lemonade stand?

QUESTION 2 (Sunk costs)

Back in the day, Dave bought a $100 ticket to watch Nirvana live. It was a good deal for

him because he was willing to pay up to $300 to hear and smell like teen spirit. Shortly after

buying the entry, his friend Kurt told him that the same night Led Zeppelin was playing at

Chicago and the ticket was just $310. If they pooled up with their friends, it would cost $20

each to get to Chicago for the night and come back after the concert (spending another $20).

Dave idolized Robert Plant and was willing to pay up to $600 for this concert that was truly a

stairway to heaven.

(a) Which concert would you have recommended Dave to go to?

(b) Would your advice be different if he had not yet bought the ticket?

QUESTION 3 (Total vs Marginal thinking)

Freddie is a street painter well known for being able to work under pressure. His bohemian

style impressed the Queen, so he has been asked to do some works for her. The schedule of

payments that the royalty is willing to give for different amounts of paintings as well as Freddie’s

economic costs are shown in the following table. Fill the blanks and find the optimal number

of paintings to sell to the crown.
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QUESTION 4 (Hard - optional)

You are hired by the Rolling Stones magazine to to help them out with their costs that

seemed to have gone out of control. They understand that more people buy their montly issue

if the artist in the cover if higher in the charts. However, artists also know this so the ones

on the very top charge a lot more for being in the cover. Let x be the ranking of an artist in

the top 20 rock celebrities. After doing some estimations, you realize that the average cost of

hiring such an artist is C(x) = (20 − x)2. Also, the expected revenue when a celebrity ranked

x is in the cover page is estimated to be B(x) = 25(20 − x).

(a) What is the total cost of hiring a celebrity ranked x? What is the marginal cost (You’ll

need calculus for this one)?

(b) What is the marginal benefit or revenue of hiring a celebrity ranked x?

(c) What would be your recommendation for the Rolling Stones, i.e. who should they hire?
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